LU LU WALLS
A.P Carter

G          C          G
ONE EVENING GETTING DARK WE FIRST MET AT THE PARK
G          D
JUST SITTING BY THE FOUNTAIN ALL ALONE
G          C          G
I LIFTED UP MY HAT AND THEN BEGAN TO CHAT
G          D          G
SHE SAID SHE'D ALLOW ME TO SEE HER AT HER HOME

Chorus:
C                              G
SUCH A STAR I'VE NEVER SEEN; SHE'S AS PRETTY AS THE QUEEN
D
SHE'S AS PERFECT AS AN ANGEL FROM ABOVE
G          C          G
IF SHE'D ONLY BE MY WIFE I'D LIVE HAPPY ALL ME LIFE
G          D          G          C          G
WITH THAT AGGRAVATING BEAUTY LULU WALLS.

G          C          G
IF SHE WERE ONLY MINE I'D BUILD A HOUSE SO FINE
G          D          G
AND AROUND IT SO MANY FENCES TALL IT WOULD MAKE ME JEALOUSLY
C                              G          D          G
TO THINK THAT NONE BUT ME COULD GAZE UPON THAT BEAUTY LULU WALLS.

Repeat Chorus

G          C          G
ONE EVENING GETTING LATE WELL, I MET HER AT THE GATE
G          D
I ASKED HER IF SHE'D WED ME IN THE FALL
G          C          G
BUT SHE ONLY TURNED AWAY AND NOTHING WOULD SHE SAY
D          G
THAT AGGRAVATING BEAUTY LULU WALLS.

Repeat Chorus

G          D          G
WITH THAT AGGRAVATING BEAUTY LULU WALLS.